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Novel
Author: Emma Lumb

CHAPTER

 1
This chapter provides material for NCEA Level 3 Achievement Standard 91472 (English 3.1) 
‘Respond critically to specifi ed aspect(s) of studied written text(s), supported by evidence’. It 
deals with:
• the reading process
• characterisation, setting, narrative method
• style, structure, tone, themes
• literary theory – a post-colonial reading
• Case Study on True History of the Kelly Gang by Peter Carey.

Introduction
Texts that you read for the written text study for AS 91472 (English 3.1) may also be 
incorporated into work for other Achievement Standards, such as connections across texts 
(AS 91478 (English 3.7)), literature research (AS 91479 (English 3.8)), writing (AS 91475 
(English 3.4)) or speaking (AS 91476 (English 3.5)). Your teacher will tell you how the texts 
you study will be used in your class programme.

This chapter focuses on the study of a novel – an extended written fi ction text. The 
material in this chapter gives explanations and opportunities to develop skills in literary 
analysis, which can also be used in close reading of other familiar and unfamiliar texts 
(AS 91474 (English 3.3)).

You can study your own choice of novel or your class novel, responding to the Activities 
and using the Case Study material on True History of the Kelly Gang as examples, models 
and inspiration.

Read the novel
First and foremost, studying a novel is about your own experience of reading the novel. 
Other people’s reviews, academic essays, fi lm adaptations, study guides – all these must 
be secondary to your own decoding, digestion of, and response to, the words on the page.

Nowadays, the page you read could be paper or digital – the presentation of a text forms 
part of the reading experience. Whichever form is used, one important feature of written 
novels is the linearity of the reading – a reader begins at a determined beginning, and 
generally reads through to a single determined ending. Unlike the audience watching 
a fi lm at the cinema, readers have the freedom to fl ick back through pages to reread 
something, or they can skip forward to sneak a peek at the ending. The author, however, 
provides a clear path through the text, and this is in contrast to hyperfi ction and some 
graphic texts which can allow the reader to shape more of the meaning.

Beginning with the title
The fi rst step to studying your text is to read your novel, and the fi rst encounter with a 
novel is usually via the title.
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Title: True History of the Kelly Gang
In Peter Carey’s novel, the title True History of the Kelly Gang gives the fi rst information 
– the Kelly gang are famous, historical fi gures named for their leader, Australian 
bushranger Edward ‘Ned’ Kelly, so the story is based on historical fact. The title, 
however, introduces a tone of questioning – by defi nition history is true, so the 
statement of ‘true history’ implies doubt – can there be any other kind of history? The 
title introduces the idea of differing points of view, and queries the truth of “history” in 
our lives. Having no article (i.e. neither The nor A) at the start of the title adds to that 
sense of uncertainty.

Activity 1A: First encounter

Do this Activity if you are not studying True History of the Kelly Gang.

On a piece of paper, write out the title of your novel in full and spend two minutes 
noting your response to it.

• What or who is mentioned?
• What does the wording imply?
• What meanings do you think it has?
• What questions does it raise?
Also note down any thoughts, expectations or associations you have with the novel 
already.

Activity 1B: First reading

As you read your novel, make notes – on Post-it notes or in a separate reading journal 
(be sure to include page numbers and chapters) – of key events, descriptions, phrases 
and quotations, when these strike you as signifi cant.

When you fi nish your novel, spend a few minutes noting down an outline of the ideas 
that you think are important in the text, and why you think so. Keep these themes in 
mind as you begin your critical response to the various aspects of the text.

If you are reading True History of the Kelly Gang, you could use the (fi ctional) parcel 
summaries to structure your own reading notes, as in the example following.

Section / parcel 
heading

Content summary Reading notes

‘Undated, unsigned, 
handwritten account 
in the collection 
of the Melbourne 
Public Library. (V.L. 
10453)’

Tells of end 
of the ‘Kelly 
Outrage’, and 
explains Ned’s 
manuscript.

Refers to the armed Ned Kelly as ‘the 
creature’ and ‘a wild beast brought to 
bay’.
Tells of the ‘souvenir’ – thirteen parcels 
that make up Ned’s manuscript (and the 
novel), with an air of smugness.
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Close reading of written prose and poetry
Author: Gerard O’Connor

CHAPTER

 7
This chapter provides material for NCEA Level 3 Achievement Standard 91474 
(English 3.3) ‘Respond critically to signifi cant aspects of unfamiliar written texts through 
close reading, supported by evidence’. It deals with:
• learning about thinking skills as they should be applied to unfamiliar written texts
•  the ingredients of texts – point of view, word classes, imagery, phrasing, structure, 

syntax
•  what is required in order to write answers to NCEA-type questions on prose and 

poetry texts.

Introduction
Welcome to the wonderful world of texts and their interpretation. We are all now 
immersed in a remarkable textual world. Texts come in all forms and through many 
media. Traditional forms like books and newspapers are supplemented by texts available 
online.

Responding critically
The New Zealand Curriculum document says that Thinking is a key competency. In 
AS 91474 (English 3.3), the particular form of thinking you are asked to develop is the 
skill of responding critically to unfamiliar texts.

Using language, symbols and texts is another key competency, and in AS 91474 
(English 3.3) you are asked to analyse, interpret and make judgements about the language 
and structures of unfamiliar texts.

AS 91474 (English 3.3) requires you to develop 
the skills of interpretation by using academic 
vocabulary (e.g. metaphor, simple sentence, 
lyric poem) to help you detect the textual 
practices being used by a writer and explain 
the signifi cance of their usage in terms of their 
meanings and ideas.

When you encounter an unfamiliar text, you will ‘make meaning’ by reading and making 
notes on the signifi cant aspects of textual construction, which you will be able to cite 
as evidence in your answer. Notice the phrases ‘signifi cant aspects’, ‘close reading’ and 
‘supported by evidence’ in the title of AS 91474 (English 3.3). The notes you make will 
form the basis of ‘creating meaning’ for the paragraphs you write to explain your thoughts.

Interpreting written texts
Writers in print want to narrate, describe, put forward opinions or reveal feelings. There 
are many text types available for these purposes – short stories, novels, non-fi ction, 
editorials, blogs, lyric poems, narrative poems.

When we study print text, we can often discern who wrote the piece. Newspaper articles, 
columns (photographs often supplied as well) and blogs are often signed, sometimes 

responding critically: in order to be sure 
you are responding critically you should y
show how the writer constructs his/her w
text and why the writer constructs the y
tetetetetettetttextxtxt ttthahahatt t wawaway.y.y.yyyyyy
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with biographical notes attached. Narrators of stories and novels are usually revealed. 
So, when we are reading texts we can usually profi le the ‘voice’ (real in journalism, 
or imagined in literature) controlling the text in terms of name, age and gender. This 
detection of the ‘voice’ in print allows us to detect the framing and hence the positioning 
of the reader in receipt of the ideas.

What does ‘positioning of the reader’ mean?
‘Positioning of the reader’ is a useful concept to understand as you begin your study 
of close reading of unfamiliar texts. ‘Positioning of the reader’ refers to the resources 
available to writers and text designers to persuade us, for example, to their point of view 
in a discussion of a topic, or to buy their products, to read their story or to follow their 
expression, often in original metaphorical language, of personal thoughts and feelings. 
We should be aware of the framing of text by which the text creator creates his/her 
meaning. (Framing refers to the way the text is organised so that we receive the ideas the 
author intends his or her readers to receive.)

Although it may sound counter-intuitive to describe the ‘voice’ of a written text, when 
voice is obviously associated with oral/visual text (dialogue, voiceover, soliloquy), we 
do re-create the meaning of written text by fi rstly imagining there is a voice/narrator/
persona speaking to us, the decoders of the writer’s meaning. The key thing to understand 
is that any text is framed by this ‘voice’, and, if we critically evaluate the ideas and 
the techniques used to present the text, we will be able to detect how we are being 
positioned to receive the ideas.

Positioning has two parts to it:

• the text creator/writer positions us to accept the meaning of the text
• we work out the meaning and accept or reject the meaning of the text or are 

ambivalent (unsure) about the meaning.

The fi rst elements of your reading strategy
AS 91474 (English 3.3) lists purpose and audience as a key element of text.

First, you should identify the text type you are reading.
• Is the text literary – novel, short story?
• Or is it non-fi ction – biography, autobiography, memoir, travel writing?
• Or is it journalistic – blog, editorial or article?

Secondly, determine whose ‘voice’ is being represented in the text.

Getting technical about the ‘voice’ – point of view
When we talk about ‘point of view’ in ordinary conversation, we are referring to the 
opinion someone has on a topic. The term ‘point of view’ in this everyday sense is useful 
when we are reading and analysing journalistic articles. We expect to see in blogs, 
columns, editorials, letters to the editor an opinion and evidence supplied to support that 
opinion. We expect to see an exposition (explanation) of ideas.

However, the term ‘point of view’, when referring to literary texts, means something 
different from opinion.
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Chiaroscuro lighting – contrasts 
of light and dark; enables the 
director to play with shadows

Style presents dark experiences 
of the characters – obsession, 
madness, paranoia, insanity …

The boundary between 
reality and illusion is blurred

Have an oneiric sense – 
they use a dreamlike mood 
to develop aspects of plot

Practices associated 
with German 
expressionism

Film noir
Film noir is similar to German expressionism and contains some similar techniques. This 
style or genre of fi lm, which began around the 1940s and 1950s, can be defi ned as ‘a 
style that depicts dark interpretations of reality’.

Determining and defi ning 
truth and reality is 
diffi cult, often impossible

The environment is 
threatening, dark, 
hostile and antagonistic

Protagonist is focused 
on solving a crime, 
mystery or puzzle

Distortion of a character’s 
thoughts, state of mind, 
perception, and behaviour

Practices associated 
with fi lm noir

 Activity 8O: Genre – Shutter Island Ans p. 378

You must have a good understanding of at least one of the genres fi lm noir or German 
expressionist for an analysis of Shutter Island. Selecting either the fi lm noir or German 
expressionist genre (or both) and using either the Techniques associated with fi lm noir 
diagram or the Techniques associated with fi lm noir diagram or both diagrams, make 
notes and expand on each of the diagram’s four points for that genre – do this by:
1. describing what each point of the diagram(s) mean(s), in your own words
2. adding evidence from the fi lm – refer to visual and oral techniques
3. considering Scorsese’s purpose
4. doing extra research and fi nding further information to help your argument – 

websites about your genre, other fi lms that are similar to Shutter Island, critical 
commentary, or even blog posts by reviewers – can such information help your 
argument?
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Close viewing – the closing scenes
You should be familiar with the opening and closing scenes of Shutter Island in terms of 
analysing them in terms of theme, character, cinematography, genre, and plot structure.

It is signifi cant that the opening scenes show the US Marshal Teddy Daniels and the alter 
ego Andrew. The characterisation of two personae that takes place in the early scenes 
helps the development of the two personae, and sets the basis for the elaboration of this 
part of the plot.

In contrast, the closing scenes enable the viewer to see not only Teddy Daniels, but 
Andrew Laeddis, and the last scenes help to clear up any questions between these two 
personalities – although it could be argued that the viewer is merely left questioning who 
is who and what just took place (a good reason to be very familiar with the entire fi lm by 
watching it more than once!).

Close viewing of the closing scenes – from the moment Teddy/
Andrew shoots his wife (2 hours, 3 minutes, 20 seconds), until the 
end of the fi lm

Reinforcement of themes
• Dr Cawley says to Andrew, ‘I need to know you’ve accepted reality’; Andrew replies, 

‘My name is Andrew Laeddis and I murdered my wife’. This mention of reality is a 
clear link to the theme, with Andrew taking responsibility and accepting reality.

• Outside Ashecliffe at the very end of the fi lm we fi nd Andrew and Dr Sheehan on a 
beautiful sunny day – a metaphor for this being reality (Andrew as Andrew, and as the 
patient in the institution). This is the reality. Although Andrew is still playing Teddy – 
he calls Dr Sheehan ‘Chuck’ and asks, ‘What’s our next move?’ – Andrew then says, 
‘This place makes me wonder … which would be worse, to live as a monster, or die as 
a good man?’ This makes us wonder if Andrew has not accepted reality and is Teddy, 
or if he is merely playing.

Characterisation
In an hallucination while under the therapy of Dr Cawley and Dr Sheehan, Teddy places 
a lot of blame on Dolores for the death of his children, and when ‘Dolores’ asks, ‘Please 
set me free’, he sees this as an opportunity to kill her. This imagined ‘Dolores’ wants to ‘be 
free’ – Teddy takes responsibility for this by shooting ‘Dolores’, laying her down next to their 
three dead children. There is an extremely effective overhead shot at this point, showing the 
children and Dolores lying there dead, and Teddy with his head in his hands sobbing.

Link to internal and external confl ict
• Within the ‘reality’ section of the closing scenes in the cell with Dr Cawley and 

Dr Sheehan, Andrew makes a breakthrough in recognising who Andrew is and Teddy’s 
existence – ‘I killed my wife … she murdered our child … he [Teddy] doesn’t exist … 
I made him [Teddy] up …’ Andrew is coming to grips with his internal confl ict.

• There is a series of mid-shots and close-ups of Andrew with his head in his hands 
during this moment. It is very dark and gloomy, a relevant metaphor for Andrew’s 
confl ict. He is quietly whispering ‘I loved her so much’, showing the true effect that 
killing her had on him. Andrew is coming to grips with reality.
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Close reading skills
Author: Amy Featonby

CHAPTER

 10
This chapter includes material for NCEA Level 3 Achievement Standard 91480 
(English 3.9) ‘Respond critically to signifi cant aspects of visual and/or oral texts through 
close reading, supported by evidence’. It deals with:
•  key aspects of visual texts – ideas/theme, structure, visual/oral language techniques, 

audiences and purposes
• Case Study – Brainwashed by Westboro Baptist Church

Introduction
This chapter focuses on the viewing and evaluation of a visual text, in this case a fi lm.

‘Achievement’ in AS 91480 requires that you be familiar with at least one visual or oral 
text, and at least one excerpt from this text.

However, it is a good idea to select more than one excerpt from your chosen visual or oral 
text, or to select more than one visual or oral text.

You are not able to use any text that has been closely read in class as your chosen text. 
Texts you are able to use include:

• television programme
• drama production
• multi-media
• graphic novel
• radio programme
• digital
• online
• oral performance.
You are required to evaluate aspects of your chosen excerpt(s).

Ideas/theme Structure

Audiences and purposesVisual or oral language features

Aspects

Ideas/theme
• What is your understanding of what this text is about? What is/are this excerpt(s) 

about?
• What ideas are being explored?
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Audiences and purposes
• Why did the director create the excerpt(s) in this way?
• What is the message the director is trying to send to the audience?
• Is the audience being manipulated in any way?

Visual or oral language features
• Describe the cinematography – how does this relate to the effect of the excerpt(s)?
• How do the visual and/or oral language features help to develop the excerpt(s)? What 

is their connection?
• Think about the editing, production design, mise-en-scène, sound and 

cinematography.

Structure
• How does the excerpt(s) fi t into the entire text?
• How does the excerpt(s) begin and end?
You need to explore and consider the excerpt(s) and what they mean. You are required 
to make evaluations and interpretations of your chosen excerpt(s) and formulate your 
answers in an appropriate oral, written and/or visual format (or a combination of these).

It is very important to realise that there are three signifi cant parts, all needed, for 
‘Achievement’ in AS 91480 (English 3.9):

• you must evaluate your chosen excerpt(s) in relation to your chosen aspect(s); and
• you must make your own interpretations and judgements about what the aspect(s)

mean and why they are signifi cant, with carefully selected evidence; and
• you should identify and interpret the way the director makes links between the 

aspect(s), and the effect this has on audience and purpose.

Case Study: Two excerpts from Brainwashed by Westboro 
Baptist Church, by Joe Stramowski
Brainwashed by Westboro Baptist Church is a short documentary that can be found on 
YouTube in two parts:

• Part (1/2) – http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMbfQ117Jts
• Part (2/2) – http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7T_ok0MaLSQ

The documentary focuses on the Westboro Baptist 
Church and their controversial beliefs and ideologies. 
The Westboro Baptist Church (WBC) is an extremely 
provocative organisation, and holds confrontational beliefs 

about various things such as gay people, the 2008 earthquake in China, America’s role in 
the war in the Middle East, and other religions.

Interpretation and evaluation of excerpt one
Excerpt one is found in Part (1/2) of the documentary in the time sequence 8.15–11.05.

This excerpt describes the fi rst protest which brought the Westboro Baptist Church 
considerable media attention – the 2006 protest at the funeral of Matthew Snyder, a US 
soldier who died in action in Iraq.

Hotlinks to the two websites 
can be found at .RESOURCES
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The camera zooms in slowly as ‘Mother’s’ voice-over contemplates how she will prove 
that she is not connected to the terrible crimes perpetrated by Norman.

‘I’m not going to swat that fl y. I hope they are watching. They’ll see ...
they’ll see ... and they’ll know ... and they’ll say ... “why, she wouldn’t
even harm a fl y ...”.’

Norman’s facial expressions change subtly as the camera moves in.

As ‘Mother’ takes over, Norman’s face relaxes. As we reach a medium close-up of 
Norman’s face, ‘Mother’ contemplates how she will convince the police of her innocence.
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The expression on Norman’s face changes as ‘Mother’ realises that by refusing to swat the 
fl y sitting on Norman’s hand, s/he is showing that ‘I wouldn’t even harm a fl y’.

As Norman looks up and through his eyebrows, his formerly naïve and distressed 
expression is replaced by one of pure evil and sinister glee. Hitchcock has convinced 
the audience that Norman is totally possessed by his Mother, and that ‘Mother’ is the 
manifestation of Norman’s dark side. Norman is lost, because someone needs to pay for 
the crimes which have been committed. ‘Mother’ has sacrifi ced Norman as the real killer 
– she would not harm a fl y.
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Excerpts from critical essay Commentary

absoluteness of an Iago, but the 
implication of Othello is that there are 
such men bearing latent within themselves 
as a kind of fate a terrible capacity for 
evil.’

‘The close association between evil and 
jealousy is a dominant issue in Othello, 
almost what the whole play is about; until 
we are left with the conclusion that there 
can scarcely be an evil act for which 
envy or jealousy is not in some degree or 
wholly responsible. The outcome for love 
and goodness and innocence in Othello is 
almost unendurably tragic; yet tragedy, as 
always in Shakespeare, is never allowed 
the fi nal word. lago the destroyer is by 
himself destroyed.’

I do not think that Iago is destroyed by his 
actions. He lives, as does the potential 
for evil throughout the ages. I think that 
Shakespeare allows Iago to survive as a 
further warning that we can overcome 
jealousy and reject jealousy, but it remains 
a malignant presence within society.

Synthesising the information
You will need to agree with your teacher the most appropriate form for presenting your 
critical response to your selected text. Responses can be oral, visual or written. If you are 
presenting your ideas in a written format, it is useful to use the correct referencing style to 
credit your sources.

Writing a bibliography and citing your sources
Academic writing requires particular features of organisation within an essay or report. 
Arts and humanities subjects generally use the MLA (Modern Languages Association) 
guidelines. It is valuable to familiarise yourself with the MLA format, and to use the 
system of referencing materials used in your research for AS 91479 (English 3.8). It is also 
useful to check with your teacher as to their chosen citation style.

At the end of your text, on a separate piece of paper, you should have a section entitled 
Works cited. Here you should include details of every text you have used in the process 
of your assessment task for AS 91479 (English 3.8), whether it was useful or not. This 
document shows the range of resources you have consulted in your work.

Basics of the MLA format

Referencing a book
Last name, First name. Title of Book. City of Publication: Publisher, Year of Publication. 
Medium of Publication.

Example
Fiedler, Leslie A. The Stranger in Shakespeare. London, 1973. Print.
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• The medium of publication of books and hard copy magazines is ‘print’.
• All words in titles (except articles, prepositions and conjunctions) are given a capital 

letter.
• Titles of books and magazines should be in italics if the document is word processed, 

but underlined if the document is handwritten. Titles of articles and poems are placed 
in quotation marks.

When a book has no author (such as an encyclopedia), it is alphabetised by the title.

Electronic sources
It can be tricky to fi nd precise information about web-based sources. However, it is worth 
taking time to fi nd out as much as you can about a source as this may help you decide 
whether it is a valid reference for your work. Electronic sources are cited as the medium 
Web. Following are the key elements you should try to track down for each web-based 
source:

• author and/or editor name
• article name in quotation marks
• title of the website, project, or book in italics
• any version numbers available, including revisions, posting dates, volumes, or issue 

numbers
• publisher information, including the publisher name and publishing date
• page numbers
• medium of publication
• date you accessed the material
• URL – Uniform Resource Locator or web address.

Example
Felluga, Dino. Introductory Guide to Critical Theory. Purdue U, 31 Jan 2011. Web. 21 
Aug 2013. < http://www.cla.purdue.edu/english/theory/index.html>
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MMMnemoniics
You may be familiar with various mnemonics for writing 
body paragraphs. There are some quite complex mnemonics, 
but perhaps the most useful are simple reminders of the key 
paragraph components that do not inhibit development of 
your ideas through the essay.

• LEER – lead statement, explanation, evidence, relevance.
• TEE – topic sentence, explanation, examples.
• SEX – statement, explanation, examples.
• TEXAS – topic sentence, explanation, examples, analysis, 

summary.

The developing argument 
can be linked back to the 
question, and perhaps linked 
forwards to the next point.

Annotated body paragraph exemplar
In the lead-up to the rape, the reader can see the infl uence 
Afghan culture – a force beyond Amir’s control – had on Amir 
at that time. Amir was a Pashtun and his father, Baba, was a 
very wealthy and prominent fi gure in Kabul. The Hazaras were 
considered inferior to Pashtuns because the Hazaras were 
Shi’ite Muslims and were descended from Mongolians. This 
stereotypical attitude was present in Afghanistan for hundreds 
of years when the Pashtuns conquered the Hazaras in 1893 and 
forced them to serve Pashtun society. Because of their
religious, ethnic and cultural differences, the Hazaras were 
considered servants of the Pashtuns. This is the reason that 
Amir does not call Hassan (a Hazara) his friend: “The curious 
thing was, I never thought of Hassan and me as friends either. 
Not in the usual sense anyhow … Because history isn’t easy to 
overcome. Neither is religion. In the end, I was a Pashtun and 
he was a Hazara, I was a Sunni and he was a Shi’a, and nothing 
was ever going to change that.” Hassan was a great and loyal 
friend to Amir, but Amir, when around other people, would 
always deny their friendship, saying: “… he’s not my friend … 
He’s my servant.” This major barrier in their friendship (caused 
by Afghan society) on the side of Amir means that when the 
time comes for Amir to prove his friendship and stop Hassan 
getting raped, he cannot do it. Amir’s response is certainly 
morally questionable. He runs away, pretends he doesn’t know 
what happened and lives with the guilt of his actions. His ‘fatal 
fl aw’, as described by Dr Maria Caballero-Robb (a doctor of 
American literature), is his inability to “treat his playmate as 
a person”, which leads to his inability to stand up for what is 
right later on. Khaled Hosseini helps the reader understand the 
context, which explains how the Hazara-Pashtun relationships 
of Afghanistan in this time period dictate how Amir treats 
Hassan and how this means that he cannot support Hassan in 
his time of need, when friendship and loyalty really count.

Use of key 
phrase from 
question.

Topic 
sentence.

Evaluative 
comment.

Background 
context.

Quotation 
from text as 
evidence.

Use of 
secondary 
sources.

Discussion.

Reference 
to author.

Strong 
vocabulary 
reinforcing 
thesis.

Use 
of key 
phrase 
from 
question.
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Conclusion
The conclusion is your chance to reiterate your thesis, and briefl y remind the reader of the 
development of your argument.

Summarise your point of view, drawing your argument to a conclusion. Again, use words 
from your thesis statement or the given essay question to reiterate that you have supported 
your thesis.

A perceptive and thought-provoking comment may be made to fi nish. However, if a 
comment is weak and unconvincing, it should be left unsaid.

Annotated conclusion exemplar
In the novel The Kite Runner, the author Khaled Hosseini 
shows how the main character Amir comes into collision with 
Afghan society regarding Pashtun-Hazara relationships. As 
a result, Amir makes some morally questionable decisions – 
not standing up for Hassan when he is raped by Assef, and 
later when he betrays Hassan to separate himself from his 
guilt. Dr Maria Caballero-Robb describes it perfectly when 
she says, “Amir’s failure to treat his childhood playmate as a 
person marks the fatal character fl aw that the adult Amir will 
seek to remedy.” However, Amir overcomes the pressures of 
these forces as an adult, as we see in his response to return to 
Afghanistan and rescue Sohrab. While The Kite Runner can be 
read as a story of redemption, the collision of forces beyond 
Amir’s control still, as he himself narrates, “made me what I 
am today”.

Linking
The developing argument can be linked back to the question, and perhaps linked 
forwards on to the next point. Linking words and phrases can function as ‘signposts’ 
indicating the structure of an essay. Some linking words are:

• however
• therefore
• furthermore
• whereas
• while
• thus
• moreover
• similarly
• fi rstly
• already
• fi nally
• also
• but
• yet

Italicised title.

Reference to author.

Wording from question.

Argument outlined.

Thought-provoking 
comment with 
quotation from the text.
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 ANSWERS

 Activity 1C: Character terminology (page 8)
1. Major characters – the interest of the story; major characters play a large role in the 

story, their personalities are fully depicted, and are often shown to change in the 
course of the text. Minor characters are those with a small role in the story who are 
not fully developed.

2. Flat characters are those who are defi ned by a single aspect of their personality; 
rounded characters have multiple aspects of their personality conveyed.

3. Protagonist is the main character of the text, whose story the reader follows and is 
often led to identify with.

4. Antagonist is the character who opposes the progress of, stands in the way of, or works 
as an obstacle to, the protagonist.

5. Foil – a character with some similarities or in similar circumstances to a main 
character, who, by comparison, makes clear the main character’s personality.

6. Hero – (1) protagonist; (2) saviour-fi gure.
7. Antihero – (1) antagonist; (2) character who proves to be unheroic.
8. Allegory – a story that represents a set of real-world circumstances.

 Activity 1F: Characterisation – True History of the Kelly Gang (page 10)

Page Suggestions follow

5 This is Ned’s introduction of his story to his unborn daughter, with strong 
emotive claims to truth. Shows Ned as determined, with strong feelings for his 
daughter, and links to themes of loss and hardship, and truth and history.

7 This personalises the story, reminding readers of both Ned’s parents and 
himself as people. It draws in the sympathy of the reader.

8 This domestic scene shows Ned as an innocent, earnest child trying his best 
to learn. It sets up a contrast to how Ned is later publicly portrayed, and 
introduces themes of writing and the power of words.

11 The policeman’s words against Ned’s father are shown to be bottled up and 
growing more potent in terms of harm as time passes. The imagery is borrowed 
from the bush, appropriately, and develops the idea of the power of words, 
and is signifi cant in the depiction of Ned’s relationship both with his father 
and the police.

18 Carey again has Ned using evocative natural imagery to convey his sense of 
loss and grief, even (at time of writing) acknowledging but unable to reconcile 
the place he holds for his father.

19 The signifi cance of the change in Ned’s relationship with his father is 
conveyed through everyday tasks that he has grown up learning, linking to the 
theme of identity through the tree rings, which is a key concern in Carey’s text.
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